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Hello there,

I am so happy you are here. I want you to know

that this material did not cross your path by

mistake and you are meant to be here. I want you

to know that I used to be in your exact position. I

felt stuck in my daily routine and I knew I was

capable of more. I felt like I was living for other

people and never put myself first. I wasn't exactly

sure what that "more" entailed, but I knew I wasn't

happy with where I was currently at. 

It wasn't until I became clear on my goals that I

knew I could make my dreams a reality. I let go of

limiting beliefs that held me back from reaching

my full potential and people that were dragging

me down in my life. I realized that by working

smarter rather than harder, I would be able to

make any of my goals a reality with the power of

the mind. Adjusting my own mindset has allowed

me to see my own potential and then create an

exact roadmap on how to get there. There is an

exact science to goal achievement and I am so

thankful I have obtained this valuable knowledge

that I can now share with you. I have a new

outlook for my future. A future that is more

positive where I feel more confident. I have

shifted old paradigms and I am building new

mental models for myself. I feel I have finally

found my passion and I am so excited to help

others find their passion too. I want you to know

that you are the only barrier and only solution to

your own problems.

Now I am helping my clients see their true potential and find their way out their past. I

want you to know that you don't have to settle anymore. I am living my purpose by

guiding, leading and coaching people because I once was there. I can relate. Now I am

here to give YOU the help you need in order to make your goals a reality. I welcome

anyone who is ready, willing, and committed to their growth. Let's do this! I believe in you.

Remember, If I can do it, so can you.

My Story



What is Manifestation?

Manifestation is bringing

something tangible into your life

through attraction and belief, i.e.

if you think it, it will come. ... via

your thoughts, actions, beliefs,

and emotions. You may focus

and manifest through meditation,

visualization or just via your

conscious or subconscious. This

process is called manifesting! For

example, if you have been

thinking about getting a new job

and you focused on exactly what

you wanted and when you

wanted it, your thoughts and

feelings would be strong

surrounding this. You could then

try to meditate or visualize your

goal and this can help to

manifest it into your reality.

Like with the Law of Attraction, manifestation is where your thoughts and your

energy can create your reality. If you are constantly being negative and feeling

down, then you are going to attract and manifest negative energy. The first thing

to do when manifesting is to take a look at your thoughts and feelings. Are you

feeling negative? Do your thoughts surround negativity? If so, you could begin to

manifest things you don’t want in your reality. This is why it’s important to clear

your mind and have a positive mind when you are wanting to manifest.

Manifestation doesn’t just work with your thoughts, there has to be a form of

action on your part. This could be actually applying for the jobs that suit what you

are looking for and going to the interviews.Trying to visualize your thoughts and

feelings about your job; this will then help you to feel more positive and

motivated to make these changes a reality. This will then push you to take some

action and, ultimately, manifest your goals into your life.



Goals
A-Type

B-Type

C-Type

Write down your your C type goal. Get comfortable and really
think what it is that you want. Jot down what comes to mind

as detailed as possible on the paper and let yourself get
emotionally involved in this process.



Paradigm
Paradigms are a multitude of habits that guide every move
you make. They affect the way you eat, the way you walk,
even the way you talk. They govern your communication,

your work habits, your successes and your failures.



Adjust Your Own Beliefs

My Old Limiting Belief:

My NEW Belief:

Excercise



Stick Figure
Fill in the blanks



Let s get Clarity

Now that you have had some time to think about what you really

want, it's time for you to write it in present tense like you already

living out that goal. This is the exciting part! It's time to gain

clarity on the new you and abundant lifestyle.

"Thoughts become things. If you can see it in your mind, you

can hold it in your hand."

-Bob Proctor

What are you wearing as that person?

What is your favourite meal?

Where do you live?

'



Continued

What is your favourite book to read?

What are your talents?

How much money are you making?

Where are you traveling? How many times are you traveling per year?

Let s get Clarity'



Continued

What kind of car are you driving?

What does your typical day-to-day life look like?

Consider all you just wrote and act accordingly. This
will now move into physical form.

Let s get Clarity'



Are you READY?

www.brittneyjonesceo.com

If you are ready to let go of limiting beliefs that no longer serve

you, I want to work with you.

I am available for call IF YOU

ARE...

+ READY TO START EARNING

YOUR DREAM INCOME

+ PUT ALL THE EXCUSES ASIDE

+ START LIVING A LIFE THAT

YOU ARE PROUD OF

+REACH GOALS YOU DIDN'T

EVEN THINK WERE POSSIBLE

FOR YOU

Are you ready to start living out your best life? Start today!

BOOK A CALL TODAY

"Change is inevitable, personal growth is a choice."

-Bob Proctor

"aureamacias" "Aura Macias Coaching"

https://www.barborastories.com/free-discovery-call
https://www.barborastories.com/free-discovery-call
https://www.instagram.com/aurea.macias/
https://www.facebook.com/Aurea-Macias-Coaching-101009208244443/?modal=admin_todo_tour
https://www.instagram.com/aurea.macias/
https://www.facebook.com/Aurea-Macias-Coaching-101009208244443/?modal=admin_todo_tour

